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, Comet! Are you ready yet?! 11 Kobe series and 2 commemorative shoes are coming back! 

begins with pure white , Huarache 2K4, and shoes will gradually deepen. Before Kobe's April 14th curtain call, black gold's Kobe 11
will be finished as the last. 

is the 13 shoe shoe city GPS coordinates, let us follow the pace of the journey to experience Kobe inspiration! 

is curious about the road to the master before the contrast, what do you think? 

Nike Zoom HUARACHE 2K4 FTB

number: 869610-111 release date: March 22nd Nike Zoom KOBE 1 FTB
; 
number: 869451-110 release date: March 23rd 

NIKE ZOOM KOBE 2 FTB

number: 869452-003 release date: March 25th 

NIKE ZOOM KOBE 3 FTB

number: 869453-004 release date: March 28th 

NIKE ZOOM HYPERDUNK FTB release date: March 28th 

NIKE ZOOM KOBE 4 FTB

number: 869450-005 release date: March 30th 

NIKE ZOOM KOBE 5 FTB

number: 869454-006 release date: April 4th 

NIKE ZOOM KOBE 6 FTB

number: 869457-007 release date: April 5th 

NIKE ZOOM KOBE 7 FTB

number: 869460-442 release date: April 6th 

NIKE KOBE 8 FTB

number: 869456-551 release date: April 8th 

NIKE KOBE 9 ELITE FTB

number: 869455-002 release date: April 11th 



NIKE KOBE 10, ELITE, LOW, FTB
< >
The 
Nike Sister series is a multi - purpose training shoes designed for girls by Nike. At present, the Sister series has introduced 5
different "personality" shoes! They are also light, comfortable, flexible and have bright colors. 

and they also have different characteristics: Sister One+ technology is the most comprehensive, the most powerful of the shoes,
because they have Nike Flywire fly line technology makes it very light; Bold Sister is a close protection ankle high help design training
shoes; Strong Sister has excellent support and firmness Shox; Sister has a strong Shox air cushion, provides excellent cushioning
cushioning effect; and Quick Sister are both excellent permeability and light feeling of shoes. You and your sisters deserve a pair of
shoes with a unique and powerful style, and look for it in the Nike Sister series! 
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